The authors present and analyse a predictive closed-loop power control (CLPC) scheme, which employs a comb-type sample arrangement to effectively compensate multiple power control group delays over mobile fading channels. The authors consider both least squares and recursive least squares filters in our CLPC scheme. The effects of channel estimation error, prediction filter error and power control bit transmission error on the performance of the proposed CLPC method along with competing non-predictive and predictive CLPC schemes are thoroughly investigated. The results clearly indicate the superiority of the proposed scheme with its improved robustness under non-ideal conditions. Furthermore, the authors carry out a Monte-Carlo simulation study of a 5 Â 5 square grid cellular network and evaluate the user capacity. Capacity improvements up to 90% are observed for a typical cellular network scenario.
Introduction
Power control is a key technique in cellular networks to reduce the near -far problem resulting in improvements of user capacity and system service quality. In a wireless communication system, the transmitted signal is typically subject to path loss, shadowing and multipath fading. Path loss and shadowing are long-term effects and vary slowly over time. To compensate the resulting relatively slow fluctuations, mobile stations (MSs) can measure the averaged received power from the base station (BS) and adjust their transmit power accordingly, realising open-loop power control (OLPC). On the other hand, multipathinduced fading varies much faster and results in rapid fluctuations over shorter durations. This requires the implementation of closed-loop power control (CLPC) where the BS manages the transmit power levels of MSs through feedback channels. In a typical CLPC implementation, first the received signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) is measured at the BS for each MS over a short time interval, which is usually defined as the power control group (PCG). The BS then compares each measured value with a preset threshold value SIR TH and sends a power control bit (PCB) per PCG to its managing MSs via feedback. Besides the basic delay of one PCG for every power control update, the PCB typically experiences an additional delay (d A ) within power control loop because of the processing the round-trip and the frame delays. The overall loop delay is therefore given by d (¼ d A þ 1). (The unit for delay is PCG. 1 PCG ¼1 T p where T p is the power control period.) In current cellular systems, this is typically greater than 2-3 PCG units [1, 2] .
Non-predictive CLPC methods cannot track well the fast fading channel fluctuations in the presence of loop delays resulting in excessive power control errors. Single-step predictors, such as [3] , are able to compensate one PCG delay, but have a limited compensation capability for multiple PCG delays because of error propagation. Thus, multistep predictors have been proposed to effectively compensate the loop delay within power control loop [2 -5] . (The term 'multistep' in this paper does not indicate multiple power control steps but multiple predication steps. ) The multistep Smith predictor in [5] focuses on the slow fading (shadowing) compensation because of loop instability and external signal delay. The multistep predictor proposed in [6] is based on minimum-variance (MV) method and is applicable to the CLPC in both wireless local area and cellular networks. Another multistep predictor, which is based on minimum mean square error (MMSE), is presented in [4] and its application to adaptive transmission is further discussed.
The conventional multistep predictors predict the future samplesâ nþp for a given nth time interval based on blocktype sample arrangement (BTA) (see Fig. 1a ) of the previous L contiguous samples, that is, a ¼ fa n , a n-1 , . . . , a n2(L 2 1) g T (where T denotes transpose operator) whose sampling rate f s is equal to the PCG rate f p . Since BTA has a fixed sample span L, such a design is sensitive to the increase of loop delay d. To address this issue, we have proposed a comb-type sample arrangement (CTA) (see Fig. 1b ) in [7] where L samples are spaced from each other by p, that is, a ¼ fa n , a n-p , . . . , a n-(L-1)p g T . The CTA sampling rate is p times lower than the PCG rate, that is,
Hence, assuming the prediction step size p ¼ d, CTA has an extended sample span by the delay factor d, that is, d Â L. Therefore CTA is relatively insensitive to the multiple PCG delays compared with BTA.
On the basis of our promising results in [7] , we present a comprehensive treatment of this novel CTA-based multistep predictive CLPC method through a theoretical analysis and an extensive Monte-Carlo simulation study of its performance in practical cellular networks. We address a transfer-function-based theoretical approach for the CLPC analysis [8] , where both prediction filter error and PCB transmission error are taken into account. We consider both least squares (LS) and recursive least squares (RLS) as the autoregressive (AR) prediction filter in our CLPC scheme. To investigate the CLPC update strategies, simulation is carried out to estimate power control error with respect to delay d and channel estimation error variance s 2 . Furthermore, a square-grid cellular network is considered and the user capacity is evaluated in the presence of inter-and intracell cochannel interference. Our numerical results clearly demonstrate the superiority of the CTA-based predictive CLPC over the conventional predictive and non-predictive CLPCs and illustrate its robustness in the presence of delay and error.
The organisation of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the BTA-/CTA-based predictive CLPC schemes along with the conventional non-predictive CLPC scheme, which will be used for benchmarking purposes in the following sections. In Section 3, we present transfer-function-based analytical performance tools to analyse predictive CLPC schemes under perfect and imperfect channel conditions. In Section 4, we present numerical results for the performance of the CTA-based predictive CLPC scheme and compare them with those of competing schemes under various scenarios. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
System model
We consider the reverse link of a cellular code division multiple access (CDMA) system. Fig. 2 illustrates the CLPC scheme under consideration. The receiver SIR g n at the BS (i.e. the serving station for the desired user) during the nth PCG interval is given by
where g n is the link loss and x n is the transmit power. In general, g n consists of the path loss, the shadowing effect and the multipath-induced short-term fading. Assuming OLPC perfectly compensates the path loss and shadowing effect, g n in (1) can be attributed only to short-term fading. We furthermore assume that the noise power is negligible in comparison with the dominant interference power j n , that is, h n ( j n . If the measured SIR is higher than the preset SIR threshold g TH , the BS issues a PCB to the MS to lower its transmission power x n for the next PCG and vice versa. CLPC in practical cellular systems (such as IS-95 or wide band CDMA) has an unavoidable delay d including power control update delay of one PCG, processing delay and frame delay (in the case that coded PCB is used). Assuming CLPC operates at its sampling rate f p (defined as PCG rate), the delay d would be an integer value equal to or greater than 2. For the time being and for theoretical convenience, we model the interference as a stationary Gaussian random process because of central limit theorem [9] and therefore drop the subscript n of the interference power j n . However, later in Section 4.2 the numerical results will be further evaluated for time-varying interference statistics.
Conventional non-predictive CLPC (assume that the linear predictor is removed in Fig. 2 , therefore Z n ¼ Z 0 n can be described by the following state equation [8] 
where the link loss in decibel is given by G m ¼ 10 log 10 gm ¼ 20 log 10 ja m j, a m is the mth complex fading signal sample, D the fixed power control step size in decibel and C denotes the signum function given by
In (2), the capital characters denote logarithmic versions (unit dB) of the corresponding lower-case ones, that is, X dB ¼ 10 log 10 x. On the basis of the loop error statistics Z n , the CLPC adjusts the PCB by +D dB. The PC loop delay d incurs a delayed fading channel estimate, G n2d , and therefore a delayed SIR estimate, G n2d which, in return, increases the power control error standard deviation s Z . The more the loop delay increases, the greater s Z becomes [10] .
The power control error because of the loop delay d of multiple PCGs can be effectively reduced through the deployment of a p-step linear predictor where p is set to d for proper delay compensation. For the predictive version (see Fig. 2 ), the loop error Z k is converted to the modified loop error
Here,Ĝ kþp ¼ 20 log 10 jâ kþp j is the p-step ahead predicted channel gain andX kþpÀ1 is the ( p 2 1)-step ahead predicted MS transmit power. Transmit power levels are calculated based on the state equation
X kþp is also recursively used in (4) to generate the received SIR G 0 kþ1 for the next PCG. In (2), by replacing Z k with Z 0 k (where k ¼ n 2 d) of (3), the state equation of the proposed predictive CLPC has the final form of
The proposed power control algorithm can be then summarised as follows:
. . , p À 1, and the tap coefficient column vector c (see the following discussions on how to obtain c). Start the time index n with 0.
Step 2: Update the channel sample vector and get the (n þ p)th predicted fading channel sampleâ nþp by (7).
Step 3: Obtain the predicted estimate of receive SIR G 0 n by ref (4) and generate (and transmit to MS) the PCB decided by (3) to adjust the MS transmit power.
Step 4: Obtain the (n þ p)th predicted MS transmit power X nþp by (5).
Step 5: Set n ¼ n þ 1. Repeat Steps 2 -5 unless training sequence is received or 'release mode' (i.e. algorithm termination) is called. When the training sequence is received, go to Step 1.
Conventional multistep prediction schemes [4, 5] predict the pth future samplesâ nþp (p ! 2) based on BTA (see Fig. 1a ) which consists of previous L contiguous samples. The sampling rate f s is chosen equal to the PCG rate f p . For every time instance, the sample vector is shifted and a new sample is loaded to its leftmost element. The p-step future channel sampleâ nþp is therefore given bŷ
The tap coefficient column vector 
In the CTA-based multistep predictor under consideration, seen in Fig. 1b 
Let a u define the p sample offset vectors where the offset index u ¼ 0, . . . , p 2 1. a u are initialised at time
, which is p times lower than conventional scheme. This indicates that the sample span of proposed scheme is p times longer than conventional scheme. Assuming the same filter order L, the size of prediction window (buffer) in the proposed scheme is p times larger than that of conventional scheme, but such a complexity increase is marginal since p is typically a single digit number for cellular systems. The proposed multistep prediction has no error propagation [11] since the previously predicted channel samplesâ nþpÀm , m ¼ 1, . . . , p À 1 are not used again to getâ nþp .
Performance analysis for predictive CLPC
In this section, we analyse the CTA-based predictive CLPC scheme assuming both perfect and imperfect channel prediction.
Perfect channel prediction
Under the assumption of perfect channel prediction, the prediction error is zero, that is, E n ¼ 0 (unit dB). The BS generates a PCB based on the modified loop error Z 0 n (i.e. the output of the linear predictor in Fig. 2 ) instead of the loop error Z n . The loop error Z n is approximated as a Gaussian random variable in decibel (i.e. a lognormal random variable in linear scale) with mean zero and variance s 2 Z [8, 12] . (The probability density function of Z n matches well with a lognormal distribution except its very low-valued tail parts because of deep fade [12] . In Section 4.1, we will show that the CLPC performance measurement error by this lognormal approximation is within an allowable margin.) The modified loop error Z 0 n can be therefore modelled as a Gaussian random variable. The nonlinear part with a two-level Gaussian quantiser in the CLPC is illustrated by dashed lines in Fig. 2 [8] . We employ statistical linearisation [9, pp. 280 ] to approximate the nonlinear part in MMSE sense with both a gain component g and an additive noise component W n representing the linear approximation error. Hence, the received PCB signal U n ¼ DC(Z 0 n )1 n at an MS is given bŷ U n ¼ gZ 0 n þ W n where W n is modelled as a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance s 2 W , and 1 n represents the PCB error rate. It is further assumed that the modified loop error Z 0 n is independent of W n .
Hereinafter, we drop the subscript n of all random variables for the sake of notational convenience. The input to the CLPC in Fig. 2 is redefined as Y ¼ G TH À G þ J for the convenience of analytical derivation. By considering the statistical linearisation, the CLPC block diagram of Fig. 3 replaces Fig. 2 . The mean square error (MSE) because of the linear approximation is given by
The optimum g Ã , which minimises the MSE, is found as
The variance of W is then given by
The frequency transfer function from the modified CLPC input Y to Z 0 and the frequency transfer function from the white noise input W to Z 0 can be written as
respectively, where the loop delay is d ¼ d A þ1. Now we can define the variance of modified power control error Z 0 in predictive CLPC as 
Imperfect channel prediction
The prediction error E is the sum of the channel prediction error E c (¼ G nþp 2 Ĝ nþp ) and the MS transmit power prediction error The other source for prediction error is MS transmit power prediction error E t . In the prediction procedure, the MS transmit power X nþp21 at the time (n þ p 2 1) is disturbed because of PCB transmission errors that are accumulated during the previous p 2 1 PCGs. Hence E t is given by
where the random variable V has the probability mass function
where 1 is the PCB error rate. The characteristic function of E t is 
Numerical results
In this section, we demonstrate the robustness of the proposed predictive CLPC over existing non-predictive and/or predictive CLPCs in the presence of non-ideal channel conditions including delay, channel estimation and PCB errors. We assume a carrier frequency f c of 2 GHz, a data rate R b of 10 Kbps and a PCG rate f p of 2 KHz. The fading channel is generated according to the modified Jakes' fading model [13] . We consider a typical sampleaverage channel estimator where the channel estimation error is assumed to be a zero-mean complex Gaussian process with variance s 2 [14] . s 2 typically has a range of 10 À3 to 10 À1 in practical scenarios [15] . We assume a fixed power control step size D ¼ 1 dB. For LS, the filter order L and the size of samples N are chosen as 50 and 500, respectively. For RLS, the filter order L is kept the same and its forgetting factor l and positive constant d are 0.98 and 0.004, respectively.
Power control error performance in imperfect channel conditions
The power control error standard deviation s Z 0 is given by (15) and (17) for perfect and imperfect channel prediction cases, respectively. In our case, S Y (e Àjw ) represents the power spectral density of input Y which follows Jakes' fading model [16] . We employ an LS filter for channel prediction and first assume the perfect channel estimation (i.e. s 2 ¼ 0) and the ideal PCB transmission (i.e. 1 ¼ 0) with delay d ¼ 3. Fig. 4 illustrates s Z 0 as a function of the mobile speed. It is observed that the singlestep predictive CLPC methods in [3] 2), we need to define the prediction error variance:
is numerically derived for a given value of s 5. This indicates that the error margin increase because of PCB error accumulation is marginal for typical channel conditions of d 5. It can be also noted that s Z 0 increases almost linearly depending on 1 independent of velocity. In Fig. 7 , we consider various values of s 2 assuming d ¼ 5 and 1 ¼ 1%. We can observe that s Z 0 of low velocity is more sensitive to the variation of s 2 than that of high velocity. Similar to Fig. 6, Fig. 7 shows a good match between the simulation and analytical results for the variation of s 2 justifying the proposed transfer function approach.
User capacity in cellular networks
We consider a 5 Â 5 square grid CDMA cellular network and compare the user capacity assuming the deployment of non-predictive or predictive (BTA-and CTA-based) CLPCs. We assume all the cells in the network are omnisectored and User 0 (i.e. desired user) is located in the centre cell (i.e. own cell). Furthermore, we assume that each cell consists of the same number of users, and users in each cell are synchronous, but the ones in different cells are asynchronous. All the users are assumed to be moving at the same speed (v ¼ 60 km/h) within the same cell area. Users employ BPSK modulation and a Gold sequence of length 127. The path-loss exponent a is 4 and the shadowing is lognormaly distributed with a standard , it is observed that BTA-LS CLPC is even worse than non-predictive CLPC, but CTA-LS CLPC is able to outperform non-predictive CLPC.
In Fig. 9 , we consider CLPC schemes assuming the deployment of RLS filter. BTA-based CLPC with RLS filter (labelled BTA-RLS CLPC) is even more sensitive to delay and error than its counterpart with LS filter (labelled BTA-LS CLPC). For bad-quality channel estimates (e.g. s 2 ! 10 À2 ), BTA-RLS CLPC ends up with a performance worser than no power control case similar to BTA-LS CLPC. On the other hand, CTA-RLS CLPC outperforms CTA-LS CLPC as well as non-predictive CLPC and conventional predictive CLPCs (labelled as BTA-LS CLPC and BTA-RLS-CLPC). As s 2 decreases, the performance of CTA-LS CLPC and CTA-RLS CLPC becomes comparable.
In the following, we investigate the effect of channel coding. An upper bound on the BER performance of a convolutional code with hard-decision Viterbi decoding and perfect interleaving is given by [17] p 0 ,
where p c is the channel BER, x f the free distance of the code and fb i g the coefficients in the expansion of the derivative of the transfer function of the code T (D, N ) evaluated at N ¼ 1 In our experiment, we consider a (3,1,9) convolutional code [18] which is also employed in the IS-95 reverse link. The user capacity herein is defined as the number of simultaneous users achieving a coded BER of 10
23
(requirement for typical voice communication). Table 1 lists the user capacity for both CTA-LS CLPC and BTA-LS CLPC assuming various combinations of s 2 and d. The user capacity for non-predictive CLPC is 26 and 17 for d ¼ 3 and d ¼ 5, respectively. For the perfect channel estimation case, the capacity of BTA-LS CLPC is 59, which increases to 62 through the deployment of CTA-LS CLPC indicating an increase of 5%. The improvement is more pronounced for the imperfect channel estimation error case as CTA-LS CLPC is more robust under such conditions. Specifically, for s 2 ¼ 10 À2 , CTA-LS CLPC results in an improvement of 90% and 522% for d ¼ 3 and d ¼ 5, respectively.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a predictive CLPC scheme based on a CTA and analysed its performance under various practical scenarios including imperfect channel estimation, imperfect channel prediction and delay effects. Our performance analysis demonstrates the robustness of CTA over the traditional BTA. Specifically, in case of imperfect channel estimation error, CTA-based CLPC reduces power control error standard deviation of BTAbased CLPC 0.8-1.2 dB at 100 km/h depending on the delay (see Fig. 5 ). The power control error statistics of proposed CLPC is further verified by transfer-functionbased theoretical approach. The Monte-Carlo simulation results, including BER and user capacity, for a typical cellular network scenario further demonstrate the superiority of the proposed CLPC over conventional nonpredictive and predictive CLPCs.
